
CPS4: Dynamical Systems 

Summary: This is a class about how Mechanics can assist in the design of Cyber-Physical 
Systems. Mechanics is the study of how forces and torques deform and accelerate solids, 
liquids, and gases. Bridges, levees, multirotor vehicles, wind turbines, oil spills, human 
limbs, air in HCAV systems – all these systems have dynamics that can be modeled via the 
study of Mechanics. Dynamical models are used to design advanced controllers and predict 
failure rates, and they offer intuition about how a system will respond to certain types of 
forcing. We will learn how to develop dynamical models of solid and fluid systems, then 
explore how those models can be used to design Cyber-Physical Systems that are more 
efficient, advanced, and reliable. 

 
Class Location/Time: Tuesdays and Thursdays, 11am-12:15pm, MEC 305 
 
Instructor: Dan Quinn, danquinn@virginia.edu, Office Hours: Olsson 243, Thursdays 2-4pm. 
 
Prerequisites: Graduate Standing, Positive Mental Attitude 

 
Textbook: None 

 
Grade Distribution 

In-Class Quizzes: 10% 
Mini-homeworks: 10% 
Class Participation/Attendance: 5% 
Projects: 75% (15% each) 

Course Objectives: Students will… 
1. Produce and solve equations of motion for rigid bodies, systems of rigid bodies, simple 

elastic solids, and fluid flows 
2. Solve archetypical dynamics problems, e.g. spring-mass-dampers, pendulums, pipe/duct 

flows, wind turbines, rotors, wings 
3. Model heat/work transfer and understand how it factors into the energy budgets of 

dynamical systems 
4. Think critically about solid/fluid systems and gather physical insights from 

pressure/velocity/force/temperature fields 
5. Learn how equations of motion can assist model-based control 
6. Discover relationships between system dynamics, control parameters, noise, delays, and 

sampling rates 

 

 

 



Tentative Course Schedule: 

Class # Date Description / Topics Covered Due? 
1 1/14/20 • Free-body diagrams 

• Linear/angular equations of motion 
• Numerical ODE solutions 

 

2 1/16/20 • Spring-mass-dampers 
• Equilibrium States 
• Friction/damping 

 

3 1/21/20 • Forcing and resonance 
• Bode plots 

 

4 1/23/20 • Equations of motion: review  
5 1/28/20 • Project 1 Presentations Project 1 
6 1/30/20 • Coupled systems 

• Ex: Synchronized metronomes 
 

7 2/4/20 • Reference frames  
8 2/6/20 • Forcing/response delays 

• Conditions for multi-agent collisions 
 

9 2/11/20 • Wave propagations in traffic  
10 2/13/20 • Project 2 Presentations Project 2 
11 2/18/20 • Motors and rotors  
12 2/20/20 • Coupled PID; gains vs. physical parameters 

• Linear stability 
 

13 2/25/20 • Disk actuator theory: overview 
• Helicopters & dual-rotors 

 

14 2/27/20 • Dual-Rotor Testbed, Part I  
15 3/3/20 • Dual-Rotor Testbed, Part II  
16 3/5/20 • Project 3: Competition Project 3 

SPRING BREAK 
17 3/17/20 • Modern model-based control  
18 3/19/20 • Intro to continuum mechanics 

• Beam dynamics 
 

19 3/24/20 • Fluid control volumes 
• Bernoulli, mass/momentum conservation 

 

20 3/26/20 • Pipes, tanks, pumps, turbines  
21 3/31/20 • Modern stormwater control  
22 4/2/20 • Project 4: Gala Project 4 
23 4/7/20 • Kinetic/potential energy 

• Conservative/nonconservative forces 
 

24 4/9/20 • Revisit dual-rotor mechatronic efficiency  
25 4/14/20 • Revisit pump hydrodynamic efficiency  



26 4/16/20 • Piezocantilevers: open circuit  
27 4/21/20 • Piezocantilevers: closed circuit  
28 4/23/20 • Modern energy harvesting  
29 4/28/20 • The search for nondimensional cyber-

physical parameters 
Project 5 

 

Project Descriptions (more detail will be given in class): 

Project 1: For this project you will split into 4 teams. Each 
team should develop a high-level design for a laser pointer 
for a patient with Parkinson’s disease (teams 1-2) or a 
weathervane that measures turbulence (teams 3-4). Teams 
should prepare a 10-minute presentation about their design 
concept. Each team member should give part of the 
presentation. Your presentation should include (but is not 
limited to) a sketch of the design, a Bode plot, an animation 
of a sample forcing-response scenario, and a discussion of 
societal factors affecting your design (e.g. safety, ethics, 
usability). 

Project 2: For this project you will split into 4+ teams. 
Each team should develop a high-level design for an 
interactive kinetic sculpture with at least two 
independent components. Teams should prepare a 
10-minute presentation about their design concept. 
Each team member should give part of the 
presentation. Your presentation should include (but 
is not limited to) a sketch of the design, a description 
of how coupled dynamics factored into your design, 
an animation demonstrating a typical response you 
expect from user input, and a discussion of societal 
factors affecting your design (e.g. safety, ethics, 
usability). 

An example of a multi-component 
user-interactive sculpture 

A classic wind speed/angle 
anemometer 



Project 3: For this project you will split into 4+ teams. 
Each team will develop a model-based controller to 
stabilize a dual-rotor with 2 degrees of freedom. The 
controller should be coded using the Labview/Arduino 
interface discussed in class. Teams should prepare a 3-
minute presentation explaining how they factored 
mechanical modeling into their controller. Not every 
team member has to present. Teams will compete to 
have the most stable controller in a live demo. Teams 
should expect unknown conditions, such as extra 
turbulence or asymmetric payloads. 

 

 

 

 

Project 4: For this project you will work individually. Each 
student should come up with a fluid dynamics riddle 
inspired by the “which tank will fill first” riddle. The riddle 
should include multiple draining tanks and at least one 
pump. Each student should code a physically realistic 
animation that illustrates the solution to the riddle.  

 

 

Project 5: For this project you will work individually. 
Each student should develop a high-level design for 
energy harvester that uses a piezocantilever. The 
piezocantilever’s deformation could be driven by fluid 
flow or motion at its base. You should prepare a report 
(~3-5 pages) that explains how much power you 
anticipate being able to harvest. Your report should 
include technical details of how you arrived at your 
estimate, a description of any assumptions you made 
in your analysis, and a discussion of societal factors 
affecting your design (e.g. safety, ethics, usability) 

 

A sample circuit diagram for an 
energy-harvesting piezocantilever 

A typical “which tank will fill 
first” riddle 

A CAD model of the dual-rotor 
platform that teams will 
attempt to stabilize. 


